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Transport Width
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transportWidth
TransportHeight

GIANT
Transport Width
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17’6’’
14’0 ’

17’6”
15’9”

MODELS IN STOCK - SETUP & READY TO GO.
★ 18 ft. Wing Model with smooth 22" x Vi” thick

blades with covers, disks setup with flotation
tires, hoses to tractor.

★ 19Vz ft. Wing Model, cutout front, smooth
rear blades, 22" x Vi" thick, setup with flota-
tion tires, hoses to tractor, setup, Ready to Go!

FLEX-B-BOOT HOPPERS
For Transport Augers

★ Fits Most Brands and Sizes.
if Replace That Bent-Up Metal Hopper.
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HARVESTER
In Stock • Ready For

Delivery
Manual orElectric Control.

IKE BEST HAYLAGE BLOWER EVER BUILT
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33’6”

30’0"
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39'0”
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Get the
workhorse
with speed

Like a workhorse, the Gehl
920 self-unloading forage
wagon is big, steady and de-
pendable And worm gear
drive provides fast, smooth,
even unloading Large dia-
meter drums w>th spiral
teeth arrangement eliminate
wrapping. So you keep itmov-
ing all day long Stop in and
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Gehl Model 920 6x16 box with 3 beaters and roof,

mounted on Gehl 12 ton tandem axle gear,
12 sLxls 8 ply tires, extendable hitch and __

le he?- chain *4700

GEH l_

jox, 6x16 3 beaters and roof,
Inve, economy, mounted on Gehl
sm axle wagon w/extendable
5 8 ply tires Only *3900
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TWIN ROTARY
two blowers in one
No more waiting in the field for the box to come back The 99 ends silo
bottlenecks It matches the round trip speed of your best forage box
Most self-unloaders won't unload fast enough for it 1
When compared to conventional blowers, the FB99's twelve staggered
fan blades, six on each side of the rotor, actually give you two blowers in
one The timed delivery of material from the alternate paddles provides
maximum use of available space in the nine inch pipe Result is in-
creased capacity without increasing pipe size Alternate paddles provide
a steadier flow of air and material Pressure and velocity is maintained
as material is blasted up the pipe No gaps No slowdowns
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